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The crucial result of the paper is the fact that for any uniform cover. there is a “multi\alued 
/,-partition unity” subordinated to it. As a corollary, a selection type characterization of uniform 
spaces with /,-property is obtained. A connection to continuous and measurable selections will 
be mentioned just briefly. 
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uniformly continuous selections 
1. Notations and definitions 
Let (X, %), ( Y, 7’) be uniform spaces. Let F: X + Y be a correspondence (i.e. a 
multivalued mapping): 
(1) f: (X, %)+ ( Y, 7) is a uniformly continuous selection of F provided that f 
is a uniformly continuous mapping and f(x) E F(x) for each .Y E X. 
(2) If P is some property, then F is called P-valued if F(.u) has the property P 
for each x E X. 
(3) For MC Y, F-‘(M)={xeX: F(x)nMf(3}. For zZ={M,}, M,c Y, 
F-‘(d) = { F-‘( MC): M, E .d}. 
(4) For McX, F(M)=U{F(X):XEM}. 
(5) U((X,Q),(Y,V))={f:X+ Y:f. Is a uniformly continuous mapping}. 
If A= L and L is a linear topological space, then 
conv A = n {M c L: M 1 A and M is convex}, 
conv A = the closure of conv A. 
Let (S, p) be a metric space: 
(1) For XE S and a real E > 0, B”(x, E) = {_v E S: p(.u, y) < &}. 
(2) Bp(&)={BP(X, F): XES}. 
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(3) For M,Nc S: 
diam M = sup{p(x, y): x,y E M}, 
dist,(M,N)=inf{p(x,y):xEM,yEN}. 
For a mapping f: X+ E where X is a set and E denotes the real line, we put 
cozf= {x E x: f(x) # 0). 
Let (X, %) be a uniform space. Let 9 be a uniform cover of (X, Q). A collection 
{Qo,)~IEA of mappings from X to the real line is called: 
- a partition of unity if Q,(X) 5 0 for each a E A, x E X and 
,;A Q,(X) = 1 for each x E X; 
- subordinated to 9 if {coz cpa: a E A} < 9; 
- I,-uniformly continuous if a mapping @: (X, %)-1,,(A) defined by Q(x) = 
{Q,(~)},EA is uniformly continuous (I,,(A) is supposed to be equipped with the 
lP-norm uniformity). 
(X, %) is said to have the &-property provided that to every uniform cover one 
can subordinate an /,-uniformly continuous partition of unity. 
Remark 1.1. (1) Each uniform space has the /,-property for 1 <plop, see [5,12]. 
(2) A partition of unity {Q~}~~+, is /,-uniformly continuous iff the collection of 
all partial sums of ~~~~~~~ is equi-uniformly continuous. 
(3) Most important result on the /,-property is the Zahradnik theorem [13] that 
no infinite-dimensional normed space with the norm uniformity has the /,-property. 
On the other hand, uniform spaces with the /,-property form an epireflective 
subcategory of UNIF-the /,-property is preserved by Cartesian products and 
subspaces. It follows from Michael’s theorems on partitions of unity for paracompact 
spaces that each fine uniform space (and consequently its subspaces) has the 
I, -property. Other examples are formed by distal uniform spaces (i.e. uniform spaces 
of which each uniform cover has a finite-dimensional uniform refinement). It was 
proved by Frolik [2] that metric-fine uniform spaces are characterized by the fact 
that each /,-uniformly continuous partition of unity is /,-uniformly continuous. 
There are many other interesting results and problems connected with this subject. 
2. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is an investigation of uniformly continuous selections of 
correspondences from uniform spaces to Banach spaces. We shall give a characteriz- 
ation of uniform spaces with the property that each “nice” correspondence from 
these spaces to a ball in some Banach space admits a uniformly continuous selection 
(some of Michael’s theorems on topological continuous selections are contained in 
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the theorem we are going to prove). We should say what the word “nice” means. 
First of all, we are able to handle only convex-valued correspondences. 
Transforming formally topological notions 
semicontinuity into uniform setting, one finds 
in the following: 
of lower semicontinuity and upper 
out that these notions coincide then 
Definition 2.1. Let (X, e), (Y, 7’) be uniform spaces. A correspondence F: X + Y 
is said to be uniformly continuous if for each uniform cover 9 E 3- there is 9 E % 
such that for each QE 92: st(F(x), 9) =I F(y) for any x,y E Q (this notion was used 
under various names by other authors). 
One could try to employ a weaker notion: 
Definition 2.2. A correspondence F: (X, 3) + ( Y, V) is said to be w-uniform/~ con- 
tinuous if for each uniform cover $3’ E S; F-‘(9) E %. 
Remark 2.3. (1) w-uniformly stands for weakly uniformly. 
(2) Observe that each uniformly continuous mapping is a uniformly continuous 
correspondence and that each uniformly continuous correspondence is w-uniformly 
continuous. Each correspondence which admits a uniformly continuous selection 
is w-uniformly continuous. However, we will show that w-uniformly continuous 
correspondences need not admit a uniformly continuous selection even if they are 
closed-convex-valued and their domains are very simple. 
Example 2.4. By the Klee theorem [6], for any nonreflexive Banach space E there 
are two closed convex sets C, D contained in the closed unit ball K of E such that 
dist( C, D) = 0 and C n D = 0. 
(1) Take the real line E, and define a correspondence F : E, + K by 
F(x) = C for x rational, F(x) = D for x irrational. 
Evidently, F does not admit even a continuous selection although F is w-uniformly 
continuous. 
(2) Adding the 
much use: Take a 
assumption that F is lower (upper) semicontinuous is not of 
set 
endowed with the 
n is a positive integer 
I 
metric u inherited from the real line. Put 
P= &: k is a positive integer , 
&: k is a positive integer . 
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Define F: M-t K by 
F(x)= C forxe P, F(x)=D forxEG. 
Supposef: M + K is a uniformly continuous selection from F. (M, a) is precompact 
(i.e. totally bounded) hence f( M) is precompact as well as cIK (f( M)) is compact. 
CuDisclosedinKandsocl,(f(M))cCuDbutf(P)cCandf(G)cDwhich 
implies that dist(f(P),f( G)) > 0 which contradicts the uniform continuity of J: 
We shall use some further notation: For an infinite set M, 
Zf’+( M) = {f~ I,(M): I/f/I,, = 1 and for each n E M, fn 20) 
endowed with the metric d induced by the I,-norm, i.e. d(x, y) =xnG,,, Ix,, -)‘“I. 
If 9 is a collection of subsets of M and X c M and k is a positive integer, then 
st(X,P)=lJ{PEP: PnX#0}, d+‘(X, 9) = st(stk(X, P), 8). 
We shall see in Remark 2.19 of the paper that for handling correspondences the 
range of which is not bounded, a strengthening of w-uniform continuity is handy. 
The property of a correspondence was called a uniform lower semicontinuity (ULSC) 
in [ 111; we will use the same name in this paper. 
Definition 2.5. Let F: (X, Q) --, ( Y, V) be a correspondence. F is said to be uniform/~ 
lower semicontinuous (ULSC) if for each uniform cover 63’ E y there is 3 E Du such 
that for each n E W F-‘(St”(P)) > st”(%!). 
Vilimovski [ 1 l] observed that if F(X) is bounded in a Banach space Y, then F 
is ULSC iff F is w-uniformly continuous. 
If k, m are integers, then [k, m] = {p: p is an integer, k up G m}. If (Y, /I are 
ordinals, then ((Y, p) = (6 E On: (Y < S < p}. The symbol I will denote the closed unit 
interval on the real line. If X, Y are sets, then ,‘Y = {f:X + Y:f is a mapping}. 
The minimal cardinality of a dense set in a topology induced by (X, “u) will be 
denoted by dens(X, “21). 
A uniform space (X, %) is called metric-fine if each uniformly continuous mapping 
from X to a metric space M remains to be uniformly continuous if M is equipped 
with its fine uniformity (see [4,2]). 
Firstly we prove Lemma 2.7 which represents the most involved part of the proof 
presented here (other procedures highly resemble the technique used in topological 
selection theorems). 
Definition 2.6. Let P be a cover of a set X. A correspondence F: X + “I is said to 
be subordinated to 9 if for each x E X: Iff( P) > 0 for some P E P and somefE F(x), 
then x E P. 
Lemma 2.7. Let (X, a) be a uniform space. Let 9 be a uniform cover of (X, %). 
Then there is a closed-convex-valued uniformly continuous correspondence H : (X, 3) --f 
9+(P) which is subordinated to P. 
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Remark 2.8. (1) Clearly, if diam F(x) = 0 (i.e. card F(x) = 1 for each x E X), then 
F is an /,-uniformly continuous partition of unity subordinated to 9. An analysis 
of proofs in [13] shows: If X is an infinite-dimensional normed space with its 
norm-metric uniformity, then any uniformly continuous correspondence F: X + 
9”‘(X) subordinated to 93(l) satisfies that sup{diam F(x): x E X} = 2 (use the fact 
[ 1 J that F has a uniformly continuous selection on each finite-dimensional subspace 
of X and the procedure from [13] the final step of which is Lemma 3.10, p. 328). 
It illustrates how far infinite-dimensional normed spaces are from uniform spaces 
with the I,-property. 
For a uniform space (X, %) and a uniform cover 9 E % one can define 
b( a, 9’) = inf{sup{diam F(x): x E X}: F: X + 9’-c(6P) is a uniformly 
continuous correspondence subordinated to 9). 
We do not know whether b(%, 9) = 0 implies that one can subordinate some 
/,-uniformly continuous partition of unity to 9. 
(2) In the proof of the Michael selection theorem there is a lemma analogous to 
Lemma 2.7. The correspondence F : (X, %) + Yp’( 9) used in this lemma is defined 
by F(x) = {fe Y+( 9): f, > 0 implies that x E P}. This correspondence is lower semi- 
continuous. However there is no reason why F should be necessarily uniformly 
continuous. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. It is sufficient to give a proof for metric spaces only. Let (X, p) 
be a metric space. Take a uniform cover 9 of (X, p) such that 9 > Bp(2) (for 
.Bp(e), E # 2 the proof is quite analogous). 
There is a mapping F : X + 9’+(X) such that 
(i) if F(x), > 0, then XE B’(z, l), 
(ii) for each x E X, {z E X: F(x), > 0) is a finite set. 
To see the existence of F, it is enough to consider the existence of a topologically 
continuous (locally fimte) partition of unity subordinated to 93’(l). 
For n E o,,, define S(n)=&‘“. Put 
Y’= Y+(x), 
T={(a,, a2, n): a,EX,u*EX,nEw,,p(a,,a,)<6(n)}. 
Suppose that (4: L E a, a is a limit ordinal} is a transfinite sequence of elements 
of 9” x Y such that {L : d, = d} is a cofinal set in a for each d E 9” x 9. 
For g E .sP+, aEX, nEwo, M c X - {a} define an element h E 9” by 
h, = ($1’” . g, forxEX-(Mu(a)), 
h,=O formEM, 
h,=l- c h,. 
XE x 
xica 
This h will be denoted by R(g, a, n, M). 
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Define D(J 0) = {x E X: F(x) =f} forfe Y’. W e will use the following transfinite 
induction to define D(g, L) for L E CY, L > 0 and g E 9”. 
Induction: do = (go, (a:, a;, no)). 
(a) a:E D(g”, 0) (i.e. go+ F(ay)). Then we put D(g, 1) = D(g, 0) for all g E 9’. 
(b) ay~D(g’,O). Put M=0 and h=R(g”,a~,no,M) anddefine 
D(h, 1) = D(h, 0) u <41, D(g, l)=D(g,O) forgEY+-{h}. 
We shall need the auxiliary constructions. Define 
r(h, 0) = no, 
M(h,0)!,,={x~X: p(ui,x)~ 1 and h,>O}, 
(observe that M(h, 0)&c BP(uy, 1)) 
M(h,O)b,=O foriE[2,no2”o]. 
Znduction step: d, = (g’, (a;, ai, n,)). If L is a limit ordinal, define D(g, L) = 
lJvcl Wg, 71) for g E 9’. 
(a) a; EY D(g‘, L). Then define D(g, L + 1) = D(g, L) for each g E Y+. 
(b) a; E Ng‘, b). 
(i) g’ = F(u;). Then put h4 =0 and h = R(g‘, a;, n,, M), r(h, L) = n,. Define 
M(h,~)~,={x~X:p(u~,s)~1andh,>0}, 
(again M(h, L)L~C ZP(u;, 1)) 
M(h, b)i, = 0, j E [2, n, * 2”‘], 
D(h, L + 1) = D(h, 6) u {a;}, 
D(g,b+l)=D(g,r) forgEY+-{h}. 
(ii) g’ # F(u;). Take 77 E (Y such that ai E D(g’, 17 + 1) -D(g‘, 77). Put 
P = max(n,, rk‘, 77)), w = P - rw, 71), 
m=p-n,, s=n,.2P. 
6 = U {Mb‘, 17)j~~‘.~):j E [s,W, 17) *2r(g’9, 
M=ti-{a;}. 
Put h = R(g’, a;, n,, M), 
D(h,L+l)=D(h,L)u{u;}, 
D(g,b+l)=D(g,b) forgEY+-{h}, 
r(h, L) =p, 
M(h, L): = {x E X: p(x, a>) 3 1, h, > 0 and x& M(g‘, T)!(,.,,, 
foralljE [l, r(g‘, T) - 2’(g‘*v)]}, 
(observe that M(h, ‘)irn c BP(u;, 1)). 
(1) 
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M(h, b)b=M(g’, n){,g~,rl)-Z?p(~;, 1) if t=j.2”+2” and t~s, 
(2) 
M(h,b)I,=(b forallotherrE[1,p.2P]. 
Having the induction completed, define D(g, (Y) = ULEDl D(g, L) for g E Y+. 
A correspondence K :X + 9” is defined by K(a) = {g: a E D(g, a)}. 
Claim. (A) Zfg E K(a) and g, > 0, then p(a, x) < 2. 
(B) For each E > 0 there is n such that for each a, b E X with p(a, b) < 6(n) and 
foreachgEK(a) thereishEK(b)suchthat Ilg-hII,,<&. 
Proof of the claim. (A) Suppose that x # a and g # F(a) (in the opposite case, 
everything is clear). Take t) E cr such that Q E D(g, n+ 1)-D(g, 7). Suppose 
p(a, x) 3 1, hence 
x E M(g, TZ)&~, for some t E [l, r(g, v) . 2”g.“‘]. 
Put p = r(g, r]). If XE M(g, n);, then p(a, x) =G 1 + S(n) < 2 hence we shall suppose 
that I > 1. There are integers kt, I E [l, p] such that 
each k, E [0,2’] and 
p k, 1 
ifk,<2’, then C 
r=t+1 
F<TforZE[l,p-11. 
Observe that (*) implies that the sequence {k,}p=, is assigned to t uniquely. 
Using the transfinite induction on L one proves that 
p(a,x)==l+ i k,. 6(1)=1+ i k,+J<Z. 
I=1 /=I 
Outline of induction: Put d, = (h, (6, a, n)). 
If h = F(b), then coz h c BP( b, 1) hence coz g c B”(a, 2). So suppose h # F(b). 
Let D E a be such that b E D( h, a+ 1) - D( h, a). Put 
q = r(h, a), m=p-n, w=p-q. 
It follows from the definition of M(g, 77); that t = j. 2” +2” and .y E M(h, a);, i.e. 
r/2” = j/2q + l/2”. 
(a) n=p. Then j/24=C~~~k,/2’+(kp-1)/2p. Define G=kr, Z~[l,p-11, Ep= 
kp - 1. Clearly, &=O for ZE [qf l,p- l] and {G}r=, satisfies (*), hence by the 
induction hypothesis, 
p(a,x)<p(a,b)+p(b,x)~6(n)+ f &-S(I). 
I=1 
(b) n<p. Then r<n.2P (see (1) and (2)). Put h=max{Z: k,=2’}. Hence Aen. 
Put u = max{Zg [A, n]: kt # O}. Then Cp=,+, k,/2’< l/2” (if h = n, then we use the 
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fact that t/2P s n; if A < n then (*) applies). Define 
i 
k, for IE[l, u-l], 
k, - 1 
‘i;;= 1 
for I = u, 
forIE[n+l,n], 
k, forIE(n,p]. 
Then {&}f=, satisfies (*) and j/2p =Cf=, F/2’ hence by the induction hypothesis, 
p(x, b)S i K. 6(f). 
I=I 
But 
hence p(a,x)~Cp_, k,. S(1). 
(B) Choose E > 0. Take n such that 
#t-2(1 -($)“2”)+(;)“+“” < E. (3) 
Take a,beX such that p(a,b)<S(n) and geK(a). If g=F(a), then take the 
minimal L such that d, = (g, (a, b, n)). Put h = R(g, b, n, 0). By the definition of D(h, L) 
and K, h E K(b) and ]]h -gl],, s 2( 1 - ($)““‘) < E. Hence suppose that g f F(a). 
There is BE (Y such that a~ D(g, v+l)-D(g, r]). Put C={[E (Y: d,=(g,(a, b, n))}. 
By the assumption on {d,: L E a}, C is cofinal in CL Put 
r=min Cn(v,a), p = r(g, 0). 
M=U{M(g,~)~:j~[n~2”,p*2P]}-{b}, h = R(g, b, n, M). 
By the construction, h E K(b) and b E D(h, T+ 1). There are sequences 
LfL_fi... .A~~+, {o,,o,,...,o,IcX 
{n,,..., n,} c N = the set of positive integers, 
{rl,,...,%IC”, 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) L=g, &=a, VI=?/, 
(2) uiE D(.L9 t7i+l)-D(_h9 Vi), i=l~*. .9 6 
(3) 4,+, =(.h~("i,ui+19ni+l>>, i=09-.-*t-1~ 
(4) M(g, T,I);.” c M(f;, q)$:“’ if and only if i = 1 
(wherep,=r(J;,T;)and mi=pi-ni, i=l,...,t).Then 
Put 2 = (coz g) - M - {b}. There holds 
l--g(b)2 C g(x)zl-($-g(b), 
XEZ 
Theorem 2.11. Let (X, $21) be a uniform space. The following properties are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
(K II 
(KY II 
(3) 
(X, a) has the 1, -property. 
For each convex-valued w-uniformly continuous correspondence F: (X, “21) + 
11) and for each E > 0, there is a uniforml_v continuous mapping f: (X, Q) + 
11) such that dist(f(x), F(x)) s E for each x E X. 
Condition (2) with (K, II 11) rep/aced by spaces 9’+(M) where M is an injnite 
93 
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(;)“‘“(l-g(b))~xfih(x)z-(f)’ ‘“(l-($“-g(b)), 
and 
(1 _ (y/q + (y/‘” .g(b)ah(b)~(l-($““)+(;)“+“““+(;)”*’.g(b). 
One can derive now that 
&~/r(b)-gel-(+)“‘“+(+)““““, 
and 
c [g(x) -h(x)1 S (9” +2( 1 - ($,““‘, + ($“+lin, 
SEX 
and the inequality (3) applies. 
Now define G : X 3 I,(X) by G(x) = conv K(x) for each x E X. Clearly, G(x) c 9” 
for each x E X. Claim (A) implies that G is subordinated to pP(2). Claim (B) implies 
that G is a uniformly continuous correspondence. Cl 
Remark 2.9. The fact that X is an index set for 9+(X) is not very substantial for 
the presented proof; we have used it hoping that the proof will be more clear then. 
One could also use Y’(9) where 9’ is a uniform cover from Lemma 2.7. This 
observation enables us to decrease the cardinality of an index set of Y’ as each 
uniform space (Y, V) has a base of uniform covers which consists of uniform covers 
whose cardinality is bounded by the density of (Y, V). 
Notation 2.10. (K, 11 11) will denote the closed unit ball of some Banach space. 
set such that card M s card X. 
(4) Each closed-convex-valued uniformly continuous correspondence F : (X, “u) + 
(K, II 11) admits a uniformly continuous selection. 
(5) Condition (4) where (K, II 11) are replaced by Y’(M) where card M s card X. 
Remark 2.12. The implication (l)*(2) was observed also in [ 111, and implicitly in 
[ 11. However, Theorem 2.11 has a drawback that the Michael theorem on continuous 
selections for paracompact spaces and lower semicontinuous correspondences does 
not follow from it as a special case if a fine uniformity on a paracompact topological 
space is considered. The reason for it is very simple: notions of uniform continuity 
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and w-uniform continuity cannot reflect crucial properties of lower semicontinuous 
correspondences which. are needed for continuous selections since uniform con- 
tinuity is too strong and examples show that w-uniform continuity is too weak. So 
we suggest the following: 
Definition 2.13. A w-uniformly continuous correspondence F: (X, %u) + ( Y, T) is 
said to be approximatively w-untformly continuous (A WUC) if there is an integer R 
such that for every uniformly continuous mappingf: (X, %) + ( Y, V) such that there 
is P’E 7r with st(f(x), 9)n F(x) #0 there exists a w-uniformly continuous corre- 
spondence G: X + Y with G(x) c F(x) and G(x) c stR(f(x), 9) for each x E X. 
Remark 2.14. If in addition F is a convex-valued (respectively closed-convex- 
valued) AWUC correspondence to locally convex topological linear space, then G 
in the definition of AWUC correspondences may be chosen as convex-valued 
(respectively closed-convex-valued) as well. 
We list some examples of AWUC correspondences in the following proposition. 
(X, ‘%) denotes a uniform space. 
Proposition 2.15. (1) Let (Y, y) be a untform space. Each uniformly continuous 
correspondence F : (X, Q) + ( Y, ‘V”) is A WUC. 
(2) Let Y be a commutative topological group and let 7r be its compatible uniformity. 
Let Z c X and f: (Z, (49 1 Z) + ( Y, ‘V”) be a uniformly continuous mapping. Define 
F:X+ Yby F(x)=f(x)forxEZand F(x)= YforxEX-Z. Then Fis AWUC. 
(3) Let ( Y, 7”) be a uniform space. Suppose that (X, Q) is a fine uniform space 
and that the topology of (X, %) is paracompact. If F : X + Y is a lower semicontinuous 
correspondence w.r.t. topologies of (X, %) and ( Y ?f), then F is A WUC. 
Proof. (1) Let f: X + Y be a uniformly continuous mapping such that st(f(x), 9) n 
F(x) f 0 for each x E X and some 9 E 7”. Put R = 3. For each 2 E V, 93 < 9 there 
is pjp E % such thatf’(B)> 9, and st(F(x), 92) 1 F(y) whenever {x, y}c PE prR. 
For each PE 9’9 choose xf E F! Put y; = f(xp) and choose zc E st(yc, 9) n F(x$). 
For x E X define 
G(x) = u {st*(y;, 9’) n F(x): .9 E V, 9 < 9’, x E P, P E 9&}. 
(If F is convex-valued (respectively closed-convex-valued) and Y is a locally convex 
topological linear space, then define G’(x) = conv G(x) (G’(x) = conv G(x) respec- 
tively) to meet Remark 2.14. Recall that since Y is LCS we may suppose that $3 
consists from convex sets.) As y$ E st(f(x), 9) and z: E st(F(x), 532) for ail x E P 
we obtain that G(x) c st3(f(x), 9) and that pp, < G-‘({st(z:, 2): PE pa}) < 
G-‘({st(y, 3): y E Y}). 
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(2) Let g : (X, %) + ( Y, V) be a uniformly continuous mapping such that (g(x) + 
W) n F(x) # 0 for each x E X and some symmetric neighbourhood W of 0 in Y. 
Put “ur= {y+ W: y E Y}. Put G(x) = st(g(x), W) n F(x). Choose a symmetric neigh- 
bourhood Q of 0 in Y. Put 9 = {y + Q: y E Y}. There is 3 E Ou such that 3 < g-‘(3) 
and R 1 2 <f’(2). If z E T n Z and T E 3, then it holds: 
g(x)+ v3g(x)+(f(z)-g(z))=f(~)+(g(x)-g(z))~f(f)+(Q+Q). 
(3) The proof is also straightforward. Let g : X + Y be uniformly continuous such 
that st(g(x), W) n F(x) #0 for each XE X and some WE V. Define G(x) = 
st’(g(x), W)n F(x). Take any 3 E Y with % < W. Then a collection {F-‘(T) n 
g-‘(st( 7” ‘JV)): T E 9) is an open (consequently uniform) cover of (X, %) and refines 
G-‘(s). 0 
Remark 2.16. (1) In fact, we could suppose in Proposition 2.15(3) that (Y, r/“) is a 
fine uniform space. 
(2) If the topology of (X, %) in Proposition 2.15(3) is supposed to be only normal, 
then we need F to be a compact-valued lower semi-continuous correspondence 
(each locally finite open cover of normal space is normal, i.e. it belongs to the fine 
uniformity and % in the proof of (3) may be supposed to be locally finite) etc. 
(3) There are examples of w-uniformly continuous correspondences G : (M, 7”) --* 
(K 11 II> h h w ic are AWUC for the trivial reason that there is an E > 0 such that 
there is no uniformly continuous mapping g : M + K such that dist(g(x), G(x)) < E 
for each XE M (cf. Theorem 2.11(2), (3)). 
(4) Correspondences listed in Proposition 2.15 are ULSC, as well. 
Theorem 2.17. The following conditions are equivalent to those from Theorem 2.11: 
(6) Each closed-convex-valued A WUCcorrespondence F: (X, ‘42) + (K, 11 11) admits 
a uniformly continuous selection. 
(7) Condition (6) with (K, 11 11) replaced by 9+(M), card M ccard X. 
Remark 2.18. (1) Due to Proposition 2.15, we obtain as corollaries of Theorem 2.17 
the Michael theorem on continuous selections from closed-convex-valued lower 
semicontinuous correspondences from paracompact spaces to closed Banach balls 
and also the theorem published in [lo] that if (X, %) has the /,-property, then any 
uniformly continuous mapping from a subspace of (X, %) to a closed ball of some 
Banach space admits a uniformly continuous extension to the whole X. 
(2) Due to Remark 2.9, card X in Theorems 2.11(3), (5) and 2.17(7) can be 
strengthened to dens(X, %). 
(3) It is easy to see that if F: (X, %) + ( Y, ‘V) is a uniformly continuous correspon- 
dence and F(x) = B(c,, rx) where c, E Y and r, > 0 for each x E X, then a mapping 
f : X + Y defined by f (x) = c, is a uniformly continuous selection from E Neverthe- 
less, it seems very likely that the restriction to closed-ball-valued correspondence 
will give some interesting results for types of correspondence continuity weaker 
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than uniform continuity. Some results for closed-ball-valued w-uniformly continuous 
correspondences are indicated in [9, 111. 
Proof of Theorems 2.11 and 2.17. The implications (2)+(3), (6)*(4)*(5) and 
(6)*(7)+(5) are obvious (see Proposition 2.15 and Remark 2.14). 
(l)*(2): Let F:(X,%)+(K, ]I 11) b e a correspondence as in (2). There is a 
uniform cover 9 E % refining F-‘(B(E)). For each P E 9 choose y, E K such that 
F-‘(B(y,, E)) 1 R Take an I,-uniformly continuous partition of unity {‘pp}pcp 
subordinated to 9 with coz (pp c P and define f(x) =CpEp ppp(x) . yp. Since 
B( F(x), E) is closed convex for each x E X and since K is the closed ball of some 
Banach space,f(x) E B( F(x), E) for each x E X. The /,-uniform continuity of {‘pp}pcy 
implies immediately that f is uniformly continuous. 
(2)=+(6): Let F:(X,%)+(K,I( 11) b e a correspondence as in (6). Let R be a 
constant given by the definition of AWUC correspondences. One can construct by 
induction mappings fn : X + K, n = 1, 2, . . . which are uniformly continuous and 
correspondences G, :X + K, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . such that 
(i) G,,=F, 
(ii) dist(fn(x), G,_,(x)) < l/2” and G,(x)c F(x) n B(fn(x), R/2”) for each XE 
X and n = 1,2,. . . . 
It is easy to see that {f”}z=, converges uniformly to some f which is uniformly 
continuous and f(x) E F(x) for each x E X. 
The proof of (3)+(7) is quite analogous. 
(5)*(l): Use Lemma 2.7. Cl 
Final remark 2.19. (a) Proposition 2.15(l) can be strengthened: If F:X+ Y is a 
uniformly continuous correspondence, Z is a subspace of X and f: Z --* Y is a 
uniformly continuous selection of F 1 Z, then a correspondence G : X --* Y, defined 
by G(x) = f(x) for x E Z and G(x) = F(x) for x E X-Z, is AWUC. Hence closed- 
convex-valued uniformly continuous correspondences from uniform spaces with 
Ii-property to closed Banach balls have the Selection Extension Property with respect 
to uniform continuity. 
(b) Clearly, for the construction in the proof (l)*(2), it would be enough if 
there was a choice of y,, PE $3’ so that {yp: PE 9) was bounded. 
(c) Observe that the range of lower semicontinuous correspondences for con- 
tinuous selections need not be bounded. In the uniform setting, the boundedness 
is needed to ensure that sums of maps are uniformly continuous. Topological spaces 
are represented by fine uniform spaces and those are inversion closed (i.e. iff E V(X) 
and coz f = X, then l/f E V(X)) and for any normed space M, U(X, M) is a 
U(X)-module (i.e. if ge U(X, M), f e U(X), then f- ge U(X, M)). It is proved 
in [3] that these two properties characterize exactly metric-fine uniform spaces. 
In particular, take a ULSC closed-convex-valued correspondence F: X + E from 
a metric-fine uniform space X to a Banach space E. Define 
k(x)=inf{l]z]l: zcF(x)} forxEX. 
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By [9, 2.14(5), 1.71, there is a uniformly continuous function p : X -, R dominating 
max(k, 1) and define G(x) = p-‘(x) . F(x). Now one can use (b) above to see that 
G has a uniformly selection and then one uses the fact that U(X, E) is a U(X)- 
module. So we indicated how to handle the unbounded case via uniform spaces 
theory. 
(d) Having in mind [7,8], the observation that the Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski 
theorem is also a part of our scheme, is not surprising at all: The reason is that 
zero-dimensionality of the domain allows us to remove a convexity structure from 
the range (the additivity of the algebra gives bound to the cardinality of uniform 
partitions of a domain and the density of range). 
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